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1 

EXCAVATIONS ON THE MANSIO SITE AT WALL (LETOCETUM), 
STAFFORDSHIRE, 1972-78 (WALL EXCAVATION REPORT No. 14) 

A. A. ROUND, F.S.A. 

INTRODUCTION 

Following the bath-house excavations of 1971 (Wall Excavation Report no. 10, Trans, xv (1974, for 
1973-4, 13-28), the writer was asked by the Department of Environment to investigate the area to the 
north-east where a 'villa' had been partially excavated and back-filled by the North Staffs. Field Club 
in 1912-14 (N.S.F.C. xlvii (1913 for 1912-13,139); xlviii (1914for 1913-14,110; xlix (1915 for 1914-15, 
132). It was hoped that the building would be suitable for consolidation and display, and that proved 
to be the case. The earlier reports had been brief and on an accompanying plan the 'villa' was 
incorrectly oriented and shown much closer to the nearby baths than the 40 ft. mentioned in the text; 
the scale was also incorrect. 

The site (Nat. Grid Ref. SK7098066), now in the care of English Heritage, lies on Watling Street 
about halfway between the Roman Manduessedum (Mancetter) and Pennocrucium (near Penkridge). 
At both those sites, which were smaller than Wall, there were probably mutationes, where a change 
of horses could be obtained. The so-called 'villa' at Wall appears to have been an intermediate 
mansio, providing overnight accommodation with the added amenity of baths. Both buildings stood 
on a westward-facing slope which overlooked the shallow valley of a tributary of the Crane Brook. 
The original ground surface was terraced so that floors in the mansio are about 8 ft. 6 in. (2.5 m.) 
above the entrance steps of the baths. On the opposite, more gentle, slope lies the site of two marching 
camps (J. K. St. Joseph, J.R.S. li (1961), 123; lxiii (1973), 233). The larger is centred c. SK/092067, 
with an approximate area of 40 acres (16 hectares), and has in its south-west quadrant a smaller one 
of about 10 acres (4 hectares). In this area, on both sides of Watling Street, lay the main Roman 
cemetery, partially excavated by Hodgkinson, who in 1921-24 (T.B.A.S. 52 (1929 for 1927), 308) 
found nine burials with first or early second century pottery on the north side, and by Oswald, who 
in 1965 (Trans, viii (1968 for 1966-67), 39) found a further nine of similar date in the same area. A third 
camp was also reported by St. Joseph to the south of Wall at SK/099064 (J.R.S. lxiii, 233). Here, 
300 ft. (90 m.) of the north side of the camp was seen, along with the north-west rounded angle and 
200 ft. (60 m.) of the west side. 

The first mention of the area of the baths and the mansio, in a field known as The Butts, occurs in 
R. Plot's Natural History of Staffordshire (1686). He saw 'two pavements one above the other' and was 
shown a coin of Nero and one of Domitian. In the late 18th century William Stukeley (Itinerarium 
Curiosum 2, 1776) saw 'great ruins of walls, equidistant twelve foot and twelve high . . . . now they 
pull them down to build wi tha l l . . . . the building in Butts Close is level at top with the pasture, except 
towards the declivity where they have dug away the earth and the great wall that ran along it.' The 
'great wall' was apparently the west wall of the mansio, which in the present excavation was found to 
be almost completely robbed, as were also the dividing walls of the rooms on that side of the building. 
In 1872 J. N. Bagnall excavated in the lowest part of The Butts (the baths area), and in the following 
year higher up in the same field 'where many other foundations were laid bare' (Trans. Arch. Section, 
Birmingham and Midland Institute (1874 for 1873), 38-42). No further details were given, but in the 
course of the present investigation in the area to the east of the mansio, as well as in some parts of the 
mansio itself, excavation trenches were recognised, which are certainly earlier than those made by the 
North Staffs. Field Club. In 1924 the site passed into the hands of Miss E. D. Henderson, and in 1943 
to the National Trust. An aerial photograph taken during the 1920s or 1930s, now in the Cambridge 
University Collection, shows part of the baths protected by two areas of corrugated iron roofing 
supported by metal uprights, one of whose concrete bases appears in the west end of G. Webster's 
Trench 'D' (T.B.A.S. lxxiv (1958 for 1956), 21, but not mentioned in the text). The photograph also 
shows what appear to be cultivated allotment gardens occupying the area between the track on the 
north-western site boundary and the mansio, whose walls were severely robbed on this side. 

The present excavation commenced in the Spring of 1972 and continued, except in conditions of 
heavy rain or frost, on Saturdays throughout the year, with longer periods during public holidays, 
until the autumn of 1978. Further excavations in the areas to the north and east of the mansio have 
since been conducted by Mr. and Mrs. F. Ball (report forthcoming). A full report on the remarkable 
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2 EXCAVATIONS ON THE MANSIO SITE AT WALL 

stones carved with Celtic heads, warrior figures, and what appear to be two rough dedicatory 
inscriptions, found in the 1972-78 excavation has already been published (Round and Ross, Wall 
Excavation Report No. 11, Trans, xxi (1980 for 1979-80,1-11). That report included an interim note 
on the circumstances of their discovery, of which fuller details are given below. The geology of the site 
and comments on the building materials used in the baths, similar to those used in the mansio, have 
been described by H. Thorpe (T.B.A.S. lxxiv (1958 for 1956), 26-29). The excavation records and 
finds have been deposited in the City of Birmingham Museum. 

All compass points referred to later in this report relate to Excavation North, which was 32° west 
of True North. 

Fig. 1 Location of the site and the Roman forts. 
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EXCAVATIONS ON THE MANSIO SITE AT WALL 19 

flues. On this was laid the final mortar floor, of which an area 5 ft. by 6 ft. (1.52 by 1.83 m.) survived. 
Its level is shown projected in Section K-L. Two box tiles were found in disturbed levels above. No 
datable Phase 3 artefacts were found in the area of this room. 

ROOM 13 
This room was 14 ft. by 11 ft. (4.27 by 3.35 m.). It was disturbed to a depth of about 1 ft. (0.30 m.) 

below the tops of the surviving walls, below the Phase 3 construction level. At its approximate centre 
was the lower part of what appeared to be a Phase 3 pit, about 2 ft. (0.61 m.) deep and containing much 
fragmented large bone with some coloured plaster, several iron nails and pottery fragments including 
two Severn Valley tankards and a Trajanic flagon neck (see C P . 307-9). This and the nearby robber-
trench, filled with domestic rubbish, together with its proximity to the heated room suggest that it was 
probably the kitchen of the establishment. Built into the wall between Rooms 13 and 14 was a narrow 
shelf 5 in. (0.13 m.) deep and 7 ft. (2.13 m.) long, with behind it a hollow in the wall foundation. 

ROOM 14 
This room was 9 ft. by 11 ft. (2.74 by 3.35 m.). Deep disturbance, pre-dating the 1912 trenches 

following the walls but containing manganese- and white-glazed sherds, extended from the base of the 
north wall foundation almost to the top of the south wall, where it was cut by the 1912 trench following 
the wall. It extended the full width of the room and was triangular in the north-south section. All that 
remained of Phase 3 was the foundation trench of the south wall, which was unusually wide, being 
4 ft. (1.22 m.) except for the last 1 ft. 6 in. (0.46 m.) in the south-west corner, where it reduced to 
1 ft. 3 in. (0.38 m.). In the trench were three Neronian samian fragments, obviously residual, cream 
plaster, bone fragments, and many coarse pottery sherds, including an early second-century flagon 
neck and a few sherds of Severn Valley ware, but no BB1. 

AREAS SURROUNDING THE MANSIO 
ON THE SOUTH SIDE 

A modern ditch and hedge boundary limited the area available for excavation in front of the 
colonnade. The only Phase 3 features were the colonnade wall construction trench, traces of a 
gravelled area in front of the central entrance extending to at least 6 ft. 6 in. (1.98 m.) from the 
building, suggesting there may have been a paved area here, and a few patches of burning associated 
with the destruction of the building, with pottery sherds of the late second or early third centuries. A 
jar in BB1 fabric ( C P . 263), with perforations in its upper part appears to have been an unusual 
hanging lamp. The present slope of the ground surface had removed any occupation or destruction 
levels of Phase 3 adjacent to the south-west corner of the colonnade. 

ON THE EAST SIDE 
Here there was a large area of sandstone rubble surfaced with gravel, although due to its nearness 

to the modern surface it was disturbed in many places. In trench T.II it extended to 56 ft. (17 m.) from 
the building, and it was seen in all the excavated areas outside the building on this side, being carried 
over the robber-trench already mentioned. In the layer immediately below the rubble were samian 
fragments, of which the latest were mid to late Antonine, two bronze ligulae, a first century brooch 
and a finger-ring, two coincs of Domitian, and a fine ware sherd of A.D. 150-250. Amongst the rubble 
itself was a samian sherd of A.D. 150-160. 

ON THE NORTH SIDE 
Here Phase 3 levels remained only outside the heated room extending to the west as far as the clay-

and-cobble foundation already described. Above the Phase 3 construction level and adjoining the 
stoke-hole itself was a dark loamy layer with burnt material containing two bronze studs as well as 
pottery sherds including residual Neronian or Flavian samian. Above this was a worn surface of 
closely-packed sandstone rubble, which varied in size from about 1 in. to 5 in. (0.03 to 0.13 m.), 
running out to the west, and immediately under disturbed levels and suggesting that the hypocaust was 
in use for some time. Amongst the rubble were coarse pottery sherds datable up to the middle of the 
second century, and samian up to Antonine or later. 

ON THE WEST SIDE 
This area, linking the baths with the mansio, has been fully described earlier in this report. 
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20 EXCAVATIONS ON THE MANSIO SITE AT WALL 

THE FINDS 

COINS by Marion M. Archibald, F.S.A. 

Area between baths and mansio 
Dirty sand above natural 

1. Dupondius, Antonia (literate imitation), A.D. 41-54. Reverse: Claudius veiled. B.M.C. 168 ff. 
(T13/1) 

Silt of ditch 
2. Semis, Domitian, A.D. 85-96. Obverse: Bust of Apollo, in front a branch. Reverse: raven 

standing r. on laurel branch. Date illegible, but this type is known for COS XI = A.D. 85, 
B.M.C. 320, COS XV = A.D. 90-1, COS XVI = A.D. 92-4 (B.M.C. 405) and COS XVII = 
A.D 95-6 (B.M. C. 409). Countermarked above the bird on the reverse: curved incuse cartouche 
with three pellets. This countermark appears to be a deliberate addition to the coin, carefully 
placed. It has not been recorded before. (T/17/1) 

3. As, Claudius I, A.D. 41-54. Reverse: Minerva. Copy. (T/17/2) 
Unstratified 
4. Antoninianus, Claudius II Gothicus, A.D. 269-70. Obverse: (IMPC) Claudius (AUG). Reverse: 

(CONCO E)XER(C). cf. R.l.C. 25. (WB/US/1) 
5. Farthing, Charles II, A.D. 167? Last digit of date illegible. (WB/US/2) 
6. Halfpenny, Lancaster, A.D. 1791. Obverse: Bust of John of Gaunt, Duke of Lancaster. 

Reverse: Arms of Lancaster cf. Dalton and Hamer, 9-28, precise identification impossible. 
(WB/US/3) 

7. Penny, George III, A.D. 1797. (T/US/1) 
8. Penny, George VI, A.D. 1947. (T/US/2) 
9. Sixpence, George VI, A.D. 1950. (T/US/3) 

10. Penny, Elizabeth II, A.D. 1962. (T/US/4) 
Area of mansio 
Phase 2 general occupation 
11. AS, Domitian, A.D. 95-6. R.l.C. 422. (M28/5/1) 
Phase 2 general destruction 
12. Imitiation of coin of first or second century A.D., probably imitating As of Claudius I (cf. 

B.M.C. 150). (M50/6) 
Phase 3 
Main fill of well 
13. As, Claudius I, A.D. 45-64 (contemporary imitation) B.M.C. 150. (M13/37) 
Arch repair over well 
14. As, Vespasian, A.D. 73-76. Obverse: head 1. ... VESPAUG ... Reverse: Auquitas. (M28/14/1) 
Foundation trenches 
15. Sestertius, Hadrian, A.D. 118. R.l.C. 551a. Wear suggests lost within c. 20 years. (M13/4/1) 
Occupation under eastern cobbled yard 
16. Sestertius, Domitian, A.D. 86. B.M.C. 377. (M40/5) 
17. As, Domitian, Mint of Rome. Variety illegible, lost probably in the second or third centuries. 

(M59/6) 
Unstratified 
18. Sestertius, Nero, Mint of Lugdunum, A.D. 64-66. B.M. C. 330. (M55/US) 
19. Dupondius, Antoninus Pius, Mint of Rome, A.D. 152-3. Obverse: ANTONINUS AUG PIUS 

PM TRP XVI. Reverse: LIBERTAS COS IIII. R.l.C. 908. Probably lost in the late second 
century, but a date in the third is quite possible. (M53/US/1) 

20. Denarius, Elagabalus, Mint of Rome, A.D. 218-22. B.M.C. 232. (M46/US) 
21. Antoninianus, Otacilia Severa, mid-third century. Obverse: MARCIA OTACIL. SEVERA 

AUG. Reverse: (S)C, Victory advancing 1. with globe. This piece is a bronze cast: several such 
pieces and the moulds which were made to produce them are known from Britain. Naturally 
these pieces often mix up the obverse of one coin with the reverse of another, but this piece is 
exceptional since it combines an obverse of a silver Antoninianus of Otacilia, wife of Philip I 
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EXCAVATIONS ON THE MANSIO SITE AT WALL 21 

(A.D. 244-9), with the reverse of a copper as of Nero (A.D. 54-68). This seems quite 
unparalleled and is all the more odd since the coins of Nero are much larger; consequently the 
mould would have to be cut down to the correct size. Why an ancient forger should go to this 
trouble when plenty of coins the right size were available is a mystery. (M69/1/1) 

22. Antoninianus, Postumus, A.D. 260. R.I.C. 54. (M12/US/1) 
23. Antoninianus, Tetricus I, c. A.D. 270-4. R.I.C. 86. (M30/US/1). 
24. Antoninianus, Tetricus I (contemporary imitiation), c. A.D. 270-285, cf. R.I.C. 88. Reverse: 

LAETITIA AUGG. Lost in the late third century. (M53/US/2) 
25. As, illegible. Second (or possibly first) century A.D. (M59/US) 
26. Farthing, Charles I, rose farthing. Peck Type 2, but too corroded to give it a certain Peck 

number. (M26/US/1) 
27. Halfpenny, Charles II, Ireland, A.D. 1683. Dowle and Finn no. 358. (M20/US/1) 
28. Penny, George V, A.D. 1911. (M/US/1) 
29. Sixpence, George V, A.D. 1924. (M/US/2) 

SAMIAN POTTERY (fig. 7) by B. R. Hartley, F.S.A. 

Unless otherwise stated, the sherds are South Gaulish. Flavian indicates roughly A.D. 75-95 and 
Flavian-Trajanic A.D. 85-110. 
Area between baths and mansio 
Bottom of baths roadway 

Fragments of Flavian or Flavian-Trajanic form 37(1); Flavian or Trajanic form 18R(4). 

Gravel of road surface 
Fragments of early-Flavian form 29(1); Flavian form 30( 1); late Flavian form 18 or 18/31 (1); first third 
of second century form 37(1); second century form 36(1) and a fragment, all C.G., and the following: 

1. Form 37 in one of the commonest of Les Martres-de-Veyre fabrics. Mould makers who sold to 
Donnaucus and Ioenalis used this style. A.D. 100-120. (Q/2) 

Disturbance cutting gravel 
Fragments of Flavian form 15/17 or 18(1); Flavian or Flavian-Trajanic form unknown (1); Flavian-
Trajanic form 37(1); Trajanic or Hadrianic form unknown, from Les Martres-de-Veyre (1); probably 
Antonine dish or bowl from C.G.(l) and the following: 

2. Fragment of a badly-made bowl of form 37 with blurred decoration. This indues the tip of an 
ovolo (the rest sheared off by the bowl maker) with coarse trident tongue and a panel with 
borders of coarse wavy lines and a boar of the general type D.837 or O.1670. c. A.D. 90-110. 
(T/4/4) 

Below clay-and-cobble wall foundation 
Fragments of Flavian form 27g(l), 67(1); Flavian or Trajanic form 30 or 37(1); first century scrap(l); 
Trajanic form 18/31(1) and Trajanic or early Hadrianic form 27(1), both in Les Martres-de-Veyre 
fabric; Hadrianic form 18/31(1); Hadrianic or early Antonine form with brilliant glaze(l) and 
Hadrianic-Antonine form 18/31(3 joining), all C.G. 

In clay-and-cobble wall foundation 
A tiny Trajanic or early-Hadrianic fragment of form 15/17 or 18 in Les Martres-de-Veyre fabric and 
the following: 

3. Form 37 with an ovolo with trident tongue and part of a conventional bush of the type used by 
Mercato and contemporaries, c. A.D. 90-110. (TB/8/1) 

Latrine-pit cut by wall foundation 
Fragments of Flavian form 67 with delicate leaf-tips(l); Trajanic form 18/31(1) and Hadrianic-
Antonine form 18/31(4), both C.G. 
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22 EXCAVATIONS ON THE MANSIO SITE AT WALL 

Hollow cut by wall foundation 
Fragments of Trajanic or early Hadrianic form 18/31(1) and 27(1); Antonine form 37(1) and a scrap, 
allC.G. 

Irregular drainage channel 
C.G. fragments of Hadrianic or early Antonine form 18/31(1); Hadrianic-Antonine form 18/31R(1); 
and probably late Hadrianic or early Antonine form 37(1). 

Occupation levels prior to ditch 
4. Form 37 with an ovolo with trident tongue and an arrangement of panels with figures and saltires. 

The raised arm probably belongs to a satyr or faun (D.367 = 0.630). A.D. 90-110. (TA/10/1). 

Silt of ditch 

A fragment of probably late Neronian or early Flavian form 27. 

Main fill of ditch 
Fragments of Flavian form 15/17R or 18R(1), form 18(1), bowl(l); Trajanic or early Hadrianic form 
18/31 from Les Martres-de-Veyre(2) and the following: 
5. Small fragment of form 37 showing part of panel with saltire. Not assignable to a particular 

potter, but C.G. and Hadrianic. (T/10/4) 
6. Form 18 or 18/31. The fabric is difficult to assess, but it and the form suggest origin in S.G. or at 

Les Martres-de-Veyre. Flavian or Trajanic. (T/10/7) 
7. Form 37 with poorly moulded S(?)-shaped gadroons at the bottom of the decoration, 

c. A.D. 80-110. (T/10/8) 

Fig. 7 Samian pottery. 
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30 EXCAVATIONS ON THE MANSIO SITE AT WALL 

6/7, although fabric is certainly not. The form of decoration of Usk, fig. 7, 14 is closest in 
execution, but Type 6 seems to be the inspiration.' (K. Greene pers. comm.) (M10/5) 

Post-pit in central courtyard 
31. Lyon Ware fragment .N.I . (M47/13) 
Foundation trench of S. W. external corner of heated room 
32. Base fragment in same fabric and colour-coat as 23 above, but not joining. Int. diam. c. 3.5 cm. 

N.I. (M35/14) 
Under cobbling outside east mansio wall 
33. Fragment of indented beaker in buff fabric with brown internal and dark brown external colour-

coats and double line of rouletting on outer surface. Probably Nene Valley. A.D. 150-250. N.I. 
(M4/6) 

34. Fragment of Lyon Ware beaker, Type 21 of Usk, fig. 8, 21, and another fragment. N.I. 
(M40/12 and M59/6) 

Under northern stokehole cobbling 
35. Lyon Ware fragment. N.I. (M63/11) 
36. Beaker in orange micaceous fabric. (M64/1/1) 

Fig. 8 Fine Wares; Flints; and Mortaria. 
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EXCAVATIONS ON THE MANSIO SITE AT WALL 31 

Unstratified 
These are listed, but not illustrated. 
37. Base fragment of probably bag-shaped beaker in light brown fabric with patchy light and dark 

brown colour-coat with clay roughcast. N. Gaul Fabric 2, cf. 15 above. A.D. 80-140. (P/US) 
38. Rim in fine buff fabric with dark brown, almost black colour-coat and external clay roughcast 

and internal diagonal wipe-marks. Probably bag-shaped beaker from the Cologne area. Flavian 
to second century. (WB/US) 

39. Bowl with bead-rim and girth constriction in grey fabric with dark grey core and yellowish-brown 
glaze on both surfaces. Decorated with groups of three almost vertical grooves. Form similar to 
G. Webster, 'Excavations at Little Chester', Derbyshire Arch. J. (1961), 102; fig. 11, 33. Late 
Flavian to early Antonine. (T/US/1) 

40. Thick fragment in Hunt Cup fabric. Nene Valley Ware. A.D. 150-250. (T/US/2) 
41. Rim fragment in Hunt Cup fabric, cf. 40 above. (T/2) 
42. Burnt shoulder fragment in orange fabric with grey surfaces and dark grey metallic colour-coat. 

External rouletting and internal diagonal wipe-marks. Possibly Rhenish Ware. Late second to 
mid third century. (TB/1/1) 

43. Rim in same fabric and colour-coat as 37 above, with internal diagonal wipe-marks. A.D. 
80-140. (TB/2) 

44. Fragment in buff fabric with dark brown, almost black colour-coat on both surfaces and external 
clay roughcast. Cologne region. Flavian to second century. (M65/4) 

45. Fragment of folded beaker in orange-brown fine fabric with grey core and almost black colour-
coat on both surfaces with trace of fine rouletting. Probably Rhenish Ware. (M34/2) 

46. Rim in red-brown fabric with some mica, and traces of dark brown colour-coat. (Ml/1/2) 
47. Two joining Hunt Cup fragments with hound, in cream fabric with dark brownish-grey colour-

coat on both surfaces. Probably same vessel as 28 above. Second half of second century. (M2/1/1) 
48. Two small fragments of Nene Valley Ware, one probably from an indented beaker. (M3/1/1) 
49. Two joining fragments of bead-rim bowl in cream fabric with dark grey almost black colour-coat 

on both surfaces, with cream-painted tendrils. Cf. Roman Pottery from the Nene Valley, (Peter
borough City Museum Occ. Paper no. 2). 'Mainly first half of the fourth century, but a few years 
either side possible.' R. Perrin (pers. comm.) (M3/1/2) 

50. Nene Valley fragment. (M3/2/1) 
51. Fragment in hard red-brown fabric, with almost black colour-coat on both surfaces and cream 

barbotine foliage. Rhenish. Late second to mid third century. (M3/2/2) 
52. Fragment in buff fabric with dark brown colour-coat on both surfaces and trace of rouletting. 

Probably from Kdln. Flavian to second century. (M4/2) 
53. Fragment in orange-brown fabric with patchy light and dark brown slightly metallic colour-coat. 

Probably from North Gaul. A.D. 80-140. (M7/1) 
54. Globular beaker in light brown fabric with grey core, burnished exterior and rouletting on 

shoulder. Cf. 15 above. Late first or early second century. (M8/US) 
55. Similar to 23 above, but thinner. Probably later second or early third century. (M8/6) 
56. Fragment in fabric as 45 above. Late second to mid-third century. (M10/US) 
57. Fragment of indented beaker in cream-buff fabric with dark brown, almost black colour-coat on 

both surfaces. Nene Valley. Second or third century, (pers. comm. R. Perrin). (Mll/US) 
58. Dish fragment in Hunt Cup fabric. Mid-second to fourth century. (M12/US/2) 
59. Fragment in fabric as 52 above. Flavian to second century. (M22/US) 
60. Fragment in fabric as 21 above. Second century or later. (M29/US/1) 
61. Fragment in Hunt Cup fabric, with hound forelegs in barbotine. Mid first to early second 

century. (M29/US/2) 
62. Fragment in orange fabric with brown matt colour-coat, cornice rim, and tip of 'hairpin' 

barbotine. Second century. (M30/US) 
63. Shoulder fragment in white fabric with ironstone inclusions and dark brown, almost black, 

colour-coat. Two shallow 3 mm. wide grooves. Nene Valley. Mid second to fourth century. 
(M36/US) 

64. Rim fragment in Rhenish Ware. Late second to mid-third century. Cf. K. Greene, in Early Fine 
Wares (B.A.R. 57), 25; fig. 2,3, no. 5. (M36/1) 

65. Hunt Cup fragment with body of hound, as 47 above. Second half of second century. (M36/2) 
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66. Fragment as 53 above. A.D. 80-140. (M39/US) 
67. Fragment as 52 above. Flavian to second century. (M40/US) 
68. Rim fragment in hard reddish-brown fabric. (M40/6) 
69. Fragment in soft grey fabric with almost black colour-coat on both surfaces. Probably Rhenish 

Ware. Probably A.D. 150-200. (M41/1) 
70. Indented beaker fragment in Nene Valley Ware. Late second or first half of third century. 

(M42/US) 
71. Shoulder fragment as 15 above. Late first or early second century. (M42/4) 
72. Hunt Cup fragment, with three dots and part of jaw (?) of hound in barbotine. Second half of 

second century. (M45/US) 
73. Indented beaker fragment, as 57 above. Second or third century. (M47/US) 
74. Fragment of beaker as 15 above. Late first or early second century. (M47/1) 
75. Probably bag-shaped beaker in buff fabric with dark brown almost black colour-coat on both 

surfaces, Type 1 cornice rim and Lower Rhineland Fabric 1. Cf. Anderson, 1980. Flavian-second 
century. (M50/US/1) 

76. Three Lyon Ware body fragments with roughcast. (M63/US, M63/11 and M63/16) 

FLINTS (fig. 8) by Nicholas Thomas, F.S.A. 

The material comprises a few chips of characterless flint probably derived from local gravels; a series 
of flakes and light-industry implements, some of which are dark, doubtless chalk-derived and of high 
quality, but others are of poor, creamy brown flint, probably coming from gravels; and three chips of 
chert or quartzite which could easily have a local source. With two exceptions, all the humanly-struck 
flakes and implements are fresh. 
Five pieces are narrow, parallel-sided blades, ranging in length from 19 to 51 mm.; four of these (4, 
6,9 and 12) are of deep grey flint, the fifth (15) is dark brown. Two have been retouched or utilised. 
Of the rest of the humanly-struck material, five, of good grey flint, are well-made implements: three 
scrapers (8,11 and 19) and two blade tools (13 and 21). Of the latter, 21 is a complete implement, one 
of whose two long, straight edges has been bifacially worked, the other from the bulbar face only, 
using contrasting small-scale techniques to produce a tool designed, no doubt, for a specific purpose. 
As so often with small assemblages of flint flakes and tools from sites in the midlands, the range of 
colour and quality of the flint suggests that the period of time represented is long; and this is frequently 
confirmed, as here, by the inclusion of microlithic tools or flakes as well as those broadly of neolithic 
or bronze age types. Such assemblages are clearly not homogeneous. Excluding the microlithic pieces, 
which could possibly be mesolithic, the implements from this group could all be at home on a later 
neolithic or Beaker site, but it would be unwise to feel certain even about a characterisation as loose 
as this. 
The problem of these collections of broadly unstratified flint flakes and implements from this part of 
England has been discussed by Saville (Trans, xiv. 6-28), and the material from the present excavation 
is an addition to the group. As Saville has argued, only detailed analysis of the corpus of midlands 
flintwork will permit us to draw reliable conclusions about the range of dating or cultural attributes 
of the increasingly interesting accumulation of implements and working debris, and it would therefore 
be inappropriate to do more than to rcord here, briefly, the flints from the present site. 
All humanly-produced material is listed, and the more important illustrated. 
Area between baths and mansio 
Dirty sand above natural 

1. Translucent, pale brown with cortex: bulbar end of a thick flake, shorter edge utilised. (TB/17/1) 
Gravel of road surface 
2. Ochreous, patinated and rolled natural chip with cortex, bearing a concave scraping edge. N.I. 

(Q/i) 
Disturbance cutting gravel 

3. Dark grey, translucent: microlithic flake, one edge utilised. (T/4/1) 
Below clay-and-cobble wall foundation 
4. Grey: unworked microlithic blade-flake. (TA/8/1) 
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Unstratified in central courtyard 
10. Only the head of the brooch survives. The spring is held in the Polden Hill manner: an axis bar 

passes through pierced plates at the ends of the wings and through the coils of the spring, while 
the cord is held by a rearward hook at the upper end of the ridge down the bow. Each wing has 
at each end a sunken ridge defined by a groove down each side. Apart from the central moulding 
which rises over the head as a crest, the bow is plain. The lower part of the bow is missing. 

Parallels for this fragment are not useful. The date range is probably the second half of the 
first century. (M42/4/1). 

GLASS (fig. 10) by D. B. Harden, C.B.E., F.S.A. 

All the glass found was examined, with the exception of the common green glass bottle and the 
unguent bottle fragments, which occurred at all levels, and the natural green window glass, smooth 
on one face and matt on the other, typical of the first and second centuries, fragments of which were 
found as follows: 
Pre-phase 1 One 
Phase 1 Destruction Three 
Phase 2 Destruction Three, of which two were found in the well silt. 
Phase 3 Occupation Sixteen 
Phase 3 Destruction Three Unstratified Thirty-one 

None of the window-glass was of the double-glossy type, 'which does not seem to have been made 
before the third century at the earliest'. (D. B. Harden, Fishbourne II, p. 367). Much of the glass was 
too fragmentary for illustration. 
Area between baths and mansio 
Phase 3 
Below clay-and-cobble wall foundation 

1. Fragment of base of dish or bowl in colourless ware with finely-fashioned, thin base-ring, blown 
and afterwards worked on wheel; inner surface retains gloss of a blown glass, outer surface 
matt-finished by grinding. Cf. for same shape in similarly colourless glass, but not blown, 
Fishbourne II, 332, no. 27, fig. 138. Late first or early second century. (TB/4/1) 

Hollow cut by wall foundation 
2. Common green ware fragment of base of large prismatic bottle, mould-blown, bearing parts of 

three concentric circles on under side. Late first or second century. (TB/10/2) 
Silt of ditch 

3. Small fragment of body of shallow pillar-moulded bowl showing part of one rib, cast and 
polished; green. Cf. Isings, 1957, form 3a. Mid to late first century. (T/17/1) 

Area of mansio 
Phase I destruction 
4. Fragment of cast colourless rim-flange and side of shallow bowl. Second century. (M13/5/1) 

Phase 2 drip-channel 
5. Tiny fragment of body, blown, golden brown; shape of vessel indecipherable. Mid first 

century. (M59/22/1) 
Phase 2 general destruction 
6. Two fragments of multi-ribbed handles from large green prismatic bottles. Late first to mid 

second century. (M7/8/1) 
7. Colourless plain blown ware; fragment of side of vessel. Second century. (M7/10/1) 
8. Colourless plain blown ware; two fragments of sides of vessels, one with milky weathering all 

over surface. Second century. (M7/10/2) 
9. Small fragment of a pillar-moulded bowl, brown with white mottling. Mid first century. 

(M20/2/1) 
10. Fragments of side, basal angle, bottom and base-ring of beaker; colourless fine ware; blown 

with wheel-cutting; at top a raised horizontal cut ridge and at basal angle two raised horizontal 
cut ridges between grooves. Second century. (M43/5/2) 

11. Green window glass, both surfaces matt. (M43/5/3) 
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Phase 3 
Main fill of well 
12. Fragment of open-folded base-ring of greenish-colourless jug or olla. Later first or second 

century. (M13/29/1) 
13. Fragment of rim and wall of bluish-green pillar-moulded bowl, one rib extant. Mid first century. 

(M13/30/1) 
14. Bodyfragment of greenish jug bearing writhen ribbing. Late first or second century. (M13/30/2) 
Arch repair over well 
15. Colourless fine ware, blown with wheel-cutting. Fragment of curved side of bowl with raised, cut 

horizontal ridge between grooves; milky weathering. Second century. (Ml3/9/3) 
Foundation trenches 
16. Colourless fine ware; blown, plain. Fragment of bottom of side of carinated bowl. Second 

century. (M10/6/1) 
17. Fragment of double-folded horizontal rib, probably from lower side of shallow bowl of large 

diameter (c. 18-20 cm.); dark emerald green. Later first or second century. (M26/6/3) 
Lower fill of robber trench 
18. Many fragments of a large prismatic bottle in common green ware, with at least one basal ring. 

First or second century. (M55/14/2) 
Upper fill of robber trench 
19. Colourless fine ware; blown with wheel-cutting. Fragment of splayed rim of beaker, cut and 

polished edge, below which is a wheel-cut rib between grooves. Second century. (M53/14/1) 
Occupation in colonnade 
20. Colourless fine ware, blown with wheel-cutting., Beaker fragment of basal angle, bottom and 

edge of base ring; basal angle a plain curve, otherwise similar shape to 10 above. Second century. 
(M7/5/1) 

21. Fragment of a multi-ribbed handle from small green prismatic bottle. Late first to mid second 
century. (M8/10/1) 

Make-up below internal corridor lower floor 
22. Colourless plain brown ware; fragment of side of vessel. Second century. (M34/10/1) 
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Under eastern cobbling 
23. Two tiny fragments of bowl or beaker, colourless, blown; closely-set facet-cutting in quincunx 

formation. For colourless blown vessels with similar cutting cf. Fishbourne II, 339 ff., nos. 
42-44, fig. 139. Late first or early second century. (M5/7/1) 

24. Three fragments of very thin yellow glass, shape indecipherable. (M5/7/2) 
25. Fragment of body of greenish jug bearing vertical ribbing. Later first or second century. 

(M40/5/2) 
26. Colourless blown ware. Shoulder-angle of small square-sectioned flask. Second century. 

(M59/6/5) 
In eastern cobbling 
27. Fragments of body of bluish-green flask bearing criss-crossing wheel-cut concentric circles, 

with two others unstratified close by, all seemingly from the same vessel. Second century. 
(M53/1/2) 

Unstratified glass from area between baths and mansio 
28. Fragment of rim of deep bowl or cup, colourless, blown; outsplayed rim, flame-smoothed at lip, 

constricted neck, bulbous body; thin horizontal unmarvered trail at shoulder. Second century. 
(T/2/3) 

29. Fragment of bottom of body and top of stem of stemmed cup or goblet; body transparent blue, 
stem transparent yellow, both bubbly, but without weathering. 

The use of different colours for body and stem is not a recognised feature of Roman or Dark 
Age glass. This piece must therefore be medieval or later, and since its aspect and lack of 
weathering show that it is soda - and not potash-glass, it must be of Mediterranean, and not 
Northwest European origin, if, as one must suppose, it is earlier than the mid-seventeenth 
century. It certainly does not look more modern than that. There are records of Venetian soda-
glass being imported into this country at the end of the fourteenth century (Harden, 1972, 
103, 107), and it is a fair guess that this fragment is a Venetian piece that reached England at 
some time during the next two hundred years or so. How it reached an out-of-the-way site, such 
as Wall, is a mystery. (T/2/4) 

Unstratified glass from the mansio area 
30. Small fragment of lower side of shallow bowl in cast and polished colourless ware; undecorated. 

Exact shape of vessel uncertain, but cf. perhaps Fishbourne II, (330 ff., nos. 25-26, fig. 138. 
Late first or early second century. (M2/1/5) 

31. Bottom of four-ribbed drawn handle of bulbous one- or two-handled bottle; olive-green. Mid 
first to second century. (M3/1/1) 

32. Fragment of thickened rim of beaker with horizontal trail c. 1.2 cm. below. Blown colourless 
ware. (M24/US/1) 

33. Fragment of rim of cylindrical bowl in common green ware. Late first to mid second century. 
(M33/US/4) 

34. Fragment of vertical side of beaker with two horizontal wheel-cut grooves near top, and, below, 
a band of shallow vertical oval facets; blown colourless fine ware. Second century. (M47/7/1) 

35. Fragment of base-ring of shallow bowl in cast colourless ware. Second century. (M49/US/3) 

GLASS BEADS 

In dirty sand above natural between baths and mansio 
36. Half of oblate bead; dull green, with streaky opaque-white marvered band running round 

circumference, but eccentrically. D. 2 cm., H. 1 cm., D. piercing 0.9 cm. Roman. (T/23/1) 
In east cobbling 
37. Half of an oblate bead, brown, with very large thread-hole. Roman. (M53/1/3) 

GLASS COUNTERS 
In gravel of road surface between baths and mansio 
38. Game-piece or counter, plano-convex disc in deep coloured glass, appearing black, ground 

smooth all over after casting. Oval, 17.5 x 15.5 mm. Roman, cf. Trans, xxiii. 53). (Q/2) 
Unstratified 
39. As 38 above, but slightly smaller. Oval, 15 x 14 mm. Roman. (M33/2) 
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IRON OBJECTS (figs. 11-12) by A. A. Round, F.S.A. 

Area between baths and mansio 
Gravel of road surface 

1. Much corroded small spearhead, length 9.8 cm. N.I. (Q/2) 
Below clay-and-cobble wall foundation 
2. Head of catapult-bolt, length 8.5 cm. The point appears to have been broken off. Cf. Hod Hill I, 

6, B183. (TB/5/1) 
3. Fragmentary knife blade. N.I. (TB/6/1) 

Main fill of ditch 
4. Knife blade fragment. (T/10/3) 
5. Thin strip, length c. 7 cm., width 1.7cm., with suggestion of hole at one end. (T/10/4) 
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Upper fill of ditch 
6. Thin sheet fragment, with part of one attachment hole remaining. Scale armour? (T/7/2) 
7. Head of catapult-bolt, length 7.5 cm. Cf. 2 above. (T/7/3) 

Area of mansio 
Pre-phase 1 dark surface 
8. Hook, circular in section with rectangular section shank. (M8/21/1) 
9. Three hobnails, rusted together. N.I. (M14/7/1) 

10. Binding or decorative boss, perhaps for box. (M47/12/1) 
Phase 1 destruction 
11. Much-corroded T-staple .N.I . (M3/20/1) 
12. Spearhead fragment. N.I. (M43/10) 
Phase 2 drip-channel 
13. Nail, length 6.2 cm. Cf. Ver. I, 186, Type 1. N.I. (M59/22/1) 
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Phase 3 
Hearth in Phase 2 destruction (room B) 
14. Two L-shaped staples for drop-hinges, usually used for doors and gates. The pointed part is 

driven into the door-jamb. Cf. Ver. I, 180. (M40/8/1) 
15. Fragmentary knife blade. N.I. (M40/8/2) 
16. Broken end of smith's set, with square stem tapering to sharp edge, for cutting metal. (M40/8/3) 
5/7; of well 
17. Hook, or possibly broken chain link. (M13/39/1) 
Main fill of well 
18. Nail, length 20.5 cm. Type 1, cf. 13 above. (M13/37) 
Foundation trenches 
19. Curved thin sheet with rivet-hole. Scale armour? (M7/13/1) 
20. Oval link, circular in section. (Ml 1/6/1) 
21. Part of shield-boss, with adherent burnt thatch. (M26/6) 
22. Fragmentary knife blade. (M54/13/1) 
Lower fill of robber trench 
23. Corroded curved blade with wider shank. Probably a small reaping-hook. (M53/7/1) 
Upper fill of robber trench 
24. L-shaped binding, probably for a small box. (M53/9) 
Occupation in colonnade 
25. Spiked wall hook. (M8/2/1) 
Pit A in colonnade occupation 
26. Fragmentary staple. N.I. (M7/9/1) 
27. Billhook or reaping-hook with closed socket and nail-hole. Cf. Ver. HI, 85, 14-16. (M7/9/2) 
28. Well-made spearhead with closed socket, length 18.7 cm. This appears to be a hunting-spear, 

rather than a military weapon. (M7/9/3) 
Destruction in colonnade 
29. Bar of rectangular section, with broadened and flattened end with rectangular slot. The bar 

appears to be broken at both ends. Possibly the bolt from a lock, the key of which would engage 
with the slot. (M7/2/1) 

30. Latch, perhaps for cupboard, with trace of knob to lift. Length 8.3 cm. (M7/2/3) 
31. Nail of rectangular section, with flat head. Length c. 6 cm. Nine hundred and eighty-two of these 

were found, of which about 10% were bent through 90° at about 2 cm. from the head. (M7/2/4) 
32. Strip with single rivet, probably binding. (M7/2/6) 
33. Thick bar with end bent to form an eye, into which a bar is held by corrosion. A door hinge. 

(M7/2/7) 
34. Strip with two lugs at one end, purpose unknown. (M7/3/1) 
35. Two large nails, rectangular in section, lengths 11 and 12.5 cm. respectively. N.I. (M7/3/2) 
36. Binding. Strip of H-section surrounding wood strip, with added thickness of iron strip at each 

end. (M7/3/3) 
37. Much corroded ring c. 5 cm. diam. N.I. (M7/3/4) 
38. Ring and spike. Ring 8.5 cm. diam. and circular in section, spike rectangular in section and 

length 10 cm. Perhaps a door-knocker. (M7/3/5) 
39. Ring, circular in section, worn on one side. Diam. c. 4.5 cm. (M7/3/6) 
40. Door latch, length 18.4 cm. (M7/3/7) 
41. Split ring, or ox-goad with broken tip. Diam. 2.7 cm. (M7/3/8) 
42. Plain ring, similar to 39 above, but diam. 5.7 cm. N.I. (M7/3/9) 
43. Spiked loop, rectangular in section, point of spike broken. (M7/3/10) 
44. Two similar hinge straps, with strengthening or packing strips rivetted on. Length c. 13.3 cm. 

Probably from chest or cupboard. (M7/3/11) 
45. Rectangular section bar with reduced end forming eye, length 11.7 cm. Perhaps a door bolt. 

(M7/3/12) 
46. Spiked loop, broken in antiquity; circular section loop with tapered rectangular shank. 

(M7/3/13) 
47. Object, use unknown. The ring portion is circular in section, as is the lower arm in the drawing, 

whilst the upper arm is rectangular. (M7/3/14) 
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Phase 2 general occupation 
91. Ring-necked flagon in cream fabric. See Ver. I, fig. I l l , 408, where A.D. 115-145. (M4/10/1) 
92. Jar in g-g fabric, with everted rim and shoulder cordon. (M4/10/2) 
93. Large lid in very dark g-g fabric with brown layers under both surfaces and sandy black core. 

(M5/12/1) 
94. Narrow-necked jar in g-g fabric with heavy burnishing on neck and over rim. See Ver. I, fig. 

112,414, where A.D. 105/115. (M8/14/1) 
95. Jar in hard brown fabric, burnt. See Ver. I, fig. 105,192, where A.D. 60-110. (M9/12/1) 
96. Narrow-necked jar in cream fabric. See Ver. I, fig. 112,417, where A.D. 115-130. (M37/4/1) 
97. Small jar in hard dark grey fabric. (M43/7/1) 
98. Jar in g-g fabric with shoulder groove and rouletting below. (M43/10/1) 
99. Jar in grey fabric. See Ver. Ill, fig. 93,2245, where A.D. 125-145. (M43/10/2) 

Fig. 17 Coarse Pottery, nos. 98-146. 
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101. Ring-necked flagon in hard cream fabric with occasional red inclusions. Form similar to 100 
(M43/10/3) 

101. Ring-necked flagon in hard cream fabric with occasional red inclusions. Form similar to 100 
neck groove. (M54/13/3) 

102. Jar in g-g fabric with wide angular groove on shoulder. (M64/4/1) 
103. Jar in grey fabric, burnt. See Ver. I, fig. 113,471, where A.D. 115-130. (M64/5/1) 
Phase 2 general destruction 
104. Small jar in orange fabric with traces of cream paint inside and out. Probably Severn Valley 

ware and late first to third century. (M8/13/1) 
105. Plain-rimmed dish in BB1 fabric with lattice. See G.A.J., fig. 5,75, where early to mid second 

century. (M20/2/1) 
106. Jar in BB1 fabric with lid seating and shoulder groove, but without lattice. (M26/3/1) 
107. Jar in g-g fabric. See Ver. Ill, fig. 93,2254, where A.D. 130-160. (M26/3/2) 
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108. Reeded rim bowl in orange fabric, with two shallow grooves on rim and two wall grooves. 
See Gillam, 1970, Type 215, where A.D. 80-125. (M26/3/3) 

109. Jar in soft orange-buff fabric with traces of white paint on exterior. Severn Valley ware. Late 
first to third century. (M29/5/1) 

110. Jar in hard grey fabric with brown core. See Trans., xxiii, (1983), p.30, 52, where Period 2 
destruction. (M40/19/1) 

111. Flanged bowl in hard orange fabric. Severn Valley ware. Late first to third century. (M43/5/1) 
112. Jar in g-g fabric with darker surface. See Ver. I, fig. 111,471, where A.D. 115-130. (M43/5/2) 
113. Jar in g-g fabric, and joining fragment with graffito Vill i made before firing. See Ver. Ill, fig. 

93,2244, where A.D. 125-165. (M43/5/3) 
114. Flagon in hard cream fabric, with cupped mouth. See Ver. Ill, fig. 82,1952, where A.D. 90-150. 

(M43/5/4) 
115. Single-handed flagon in orange-buff fabric. See Ver. I, fig. 116,574, where A.D. 140-150. 

(M43/5/5) 
116. Jar in g-g fabric with red-buff core, with one well-marked shoulder groove and two fainter ones 

below. (M50/6/1) 
117. Jar in brown fabric with black surface, and burnished exterior and interior of rim. See Ver. I, 

fig. 113,471, where A.D. 115-130. (M53/8/1) 
118. Indented beaker in orange-buff fabric with grey core, but without any trace of colour-coat, 

and rouletted decoration. (M53/8/2) 
119. Jar in g-g fabric with darker surface. (M55/16/1) 
Phase 2 destruction of circular hut or shrine 
120. Bead-rim bowl in hard orange fabric with grey core, burnished on inside and outside of rim. 

Severn Valley ware. Late first to third century. (M65/14/1) 

Phase 3 
Pre-foundation trench post-pits in colonnade area 
121. Carinated bowl in BB1 fabric with acute lattice. Form intermediate between G.A.J., nos. 34 

and 37. Early to mid second century. (M8/20/1) 
122. Narrow-necked jar in hard dark grey almost black fabric with brick-red core. See Ver. I, fig. 

112, 412, where c. A.D. 130. (M8/20/2) 
123. Jar in g-g fabric with red-brown core. (Ml 1/4/1) 
Hearths in Phase 2 destruction 
Room B 
124. Jar in g-g fabric, burnt. (M40/14/1) 
125. Bowl in light grey fabric with darker surface. See Ver. I, fig. 113,497, where A.D. 105-125. 

(M40/14/2) 
126. Flat-rimmed bowl in BB1 fabric, burnt. As 212 below. Early to mid second century. (M40/18/1) 
Room C 
127. Jar in g-g fabric with traces of darker surface. (M40/25/1) 
128. Rim of bowl in g-g fabric, with part of applied spout. The small sherd makes it impossible 

to determine its diameter with any accuracy. The wall thins rapidly towards the base. (M40/26/1) 
Other BB1 fragments were found in both hearths. 
Trench T.IV 
129. Three very small joining fragments of plain rim in very coarse native brown fabric with coarse 

cream inclusions and black surface, with vertical lines of burnishing, and apparently 
hand-made. N.I. (M66/10/1) 

Forty small pottery fragments were found associated, including four Severn Valley ware fabric, 
but noBBl . 

Bottom silt of well 
130. Narrow-necked jar in g-g fabric with darker surface and zones of burnishing inside and outside 

the neck. Another eleven similar, with necks varying in diameter from 10 to 15 cm. (M13/38/1) 
131. As 130 above, but with shoulder groove. (M13/38/2) 
132. Narrow-necked jar in orange fabric with grey core, and rudimentary lid seating. See 

Carrington, 1977, 157, 1. Severn Valley ware. Late first to mid second century. (M13/38/4) 
133. Another in similar fabric with no trace of lid seating, but burnished on rim and neck. (M13/38/5) 
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134. Almost complete single-handed flagon with pinched neck, in g-g fabric with darker surface. The 
neck is slightly eccentric to the body, which has a broad zone of acute lattice decoration and 
burnishing over the whole surface including the neck, innner lip, and lattice. Two fragments of 
the handle were found in Phase 3 occupation levels in the colonnade. The pointed lower handle 
end had been inserted into a hole in the body made by a stick or similar object at the 'leather' 
stage. (M13/38/10) 

In the silt were 95 cream fragments weighing 710 gm., 832 g-g fragments weighing 12.2 kg., and four 
fragments similar to BB1 but with grey-buff core. 
Well filling 
135. Jar in orange fabric with cream slip on both surfaces. (M13/19/1) 
136. Cup or perhaps small tankard in orange fabric with grey core, and cream slip on both surfaces. 

This sherd and 135 appear to be in Severn Valley fabric, but the cream slip is unusual. 
(M13/19/2) 

137. Jar in orange fabric with grey core. Severn Valley ware. See P. V. Webster, 1976, 2. Late first 
to mid second century. (M13/9/3) 

138. Jar in hard grey rough fabric. See Ver. I, fig. 118,649, where A.D. 125-170. (M13/19/4) 
139. Jar in grey fabric. (M13/19/5) 
140. Dish in orange fabric. Severn Valley ware. (M13/23/1) 
141. Jar in cream fabric with grey core, two shoulder grooves and irregular burnishing on exterior 

and rim. (M13/26/1) 
142. Triple-ribbed flagon handle in orange fabric. N.I. (M13/28/1) 
143. Jar in g-g fabric with traces of darker surface. (M13/28/2) 
144. Jar in grey micaceous fabric. (M13/29/1) 
145. Jar in hard brown fabric with dark grey micaceous surface, and shoulder groove. Inside rim 

and exterior burnished. (M13/34/1) 
146. Lid in g-g fabric with brown layers under surfaces, grey core and darker grey upper surface. 

(M13/36/1) 
147. Narrow-necked jar in g-g fabric with brown layer under surfaces, and cordon on upper shoulder. 

(M13/36/2) 
148. Narrow-necked jar in g-g fabric with grey core, and cordon on upper shoulder. (M13/36/3) 
149. Flagon in orange-buff fabric, with two-ribbed handle junction. Severn Valley ware. Late first 

to mid second century. (M13/37/1) 
150. Jar in g-g fabric, with traces of burning on both surfaces. (M13/37/2) 
151. Narrow-necked jar in g-g fabric with darker surface. Form as 138 above, but different fabric. 

A.D. 125-170. (M13/39/1) 
Of 556 mainly g-g fragments in the main filling, only one was BB1. 
Arch repair over well 
152. Jar in BB1 fabric. See G.A.J., no. 30. Early to mid second century. (M13/9/1) 
153. Narrow-necked jar in g-g fabric with darker surface, with burnishing inside and out. (M13/9/2) 
154. Jar in cream-buff fabric with grey surfaces. (Ml3/9/3) 
155. Dish in BB1 fabric, with wavy line decoration and slightly grooved rim. The rim suggests a bowl, 

but the position of the decoration makes this unlikely. Probably mid second to early third 
century. (Ml3/9/5) 

156. Jar in BB1 fabric, with almost vertical rim, burnt to orange-buff colour. (M13/9/6) 
157. Rim of storage jar in buff calcite-gritted fabric with dark grey core. (M13/12/1) 
158. Bowl in BB1 fabric, similar to G.A.J., no. 42. Late second to early third century, but the lattice 

decoration, the shallow rim groove, and the chamfer suggest early in the period. (M13/12/2) 
159. Narrow-necked jar in g-g fabric with irregular burnishing inside and out. See Ver. /, fig. 123, 

829-830 but squarer rim. A.D. 150-170. (M13/12/3) 
160. Narrow-necked jar in dark grey fabric, with zones of burnishing inside and out. (M13/12/4) 
Here were also 184 assorted small fragments, including 52 g-g and 33 BB1. 

Foundation trenches 
161. Flagon in buff fabric, with vestigial rings. Second century. (M7/11/1) 
162. Narrow-necked jar in g-g fabric with brown core and darker surface, similar to 246 below, 

which is dated to A.D. 150-160. Probably a stray. N.I. (M7/11/2) 
163. Bead-rim bowl in g-g fabric, with burnishing on rim and exterior. (M7/13/1) 
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late second century, although most Romano-Celtic religious sites continued in use until at least the 
fourth century. It is possible that a successor was built in the vicinity and, as mentioned in the report 
above, the nineteenth-century church at Wall was believed to have been built over a buried temple to 
Minerva (Jnl. of British Archaeol. Assoc. xxix (1873), 115), a goddess associated with wells and 
springs, and Lomax's Guide to Lichfield refers to workmen finding near the church 'a figure of 
earthenware as big as a man, but a woman's figure in a strange dress with a man's cap like a soldier's 
helmet', which was broken in pieces to mend the bank of a drain (V.C.H. Staffs, i, 194). If there was 
a temple on this site, it must date from no earlier than the Hadrianic period, as the ditches of the last 
fort pass under the church and were open until that date. Two small ditches cut into the fill of those 
ditches on the north-east and south-east sides of the last fort, but not seen in the south-west side of the 
fort which passes under the church, might represent the enclosure boundaries of such a temple. It is 
likely that the construction of this temple, if indeed it existed, the building of the mansio, and the 
enlargement of the baths palaestra all took place at about the same time. 

In considering the significance of Wall as an early sacred site, it is interesting to note R. A. Meeson's 
suggestion (West Midlands Archaeol. News Sheet no. 19, 1976) of an Iron Age thoroughfare crossing 
Staffordshire and Shropshire. This east-west route passes halfway between Lichfield and Wall, with 
a southern branch diverging at Hopwas to pass the Offlow tumulus, continuing past the site of the 
Neronian fort at Wall, which appears to be aligned on it at a distance of about 300 m., and uniting 
again 1 km. to the west of Wall. This diversion seems to suggest that the site of Wall was of some 
importance in pre-Roman times. 

Present evidence suggests that at Wall there may be one of those religious sites, better known on 
the Continent, which were situated on the boundary between tribes, here the Cornovii and the 
Corieltavi, and where baths, temple or shrine, and theatre were found without what would normally 
be regarded as a sufficient resident population to justify them, and which were used also as fair or 
market centres. A good example of such a site is Ribemont-sur-Ancre (Somme) in northern France 
(R. Agache, 1978, La Somme Pre-Romaine et Romaine). In that connection, a hollow in the field 
between the mansio and the Watling Street may be a possible theatre site, and a rectangular crop-
mark, seen only in dry weather (shown dotted in fig. 1), may indicate another religious shrine. 

THE RELATIONSHIP OF THE MANSIO SITE TO THE ROMAN BATHS AND FORTS 
Earlier excavation reports (T.B.A.S. 79 for 1960-61, pp. 11-23, and Trans, v. 1-50, viii. 1-38, 

xi. 7-31, and xxiii. 1-67) relied largely on Hawkes and Hull, Camolodunum, Society of Antiquaries 
Research Report 14 (1947) for coarse pottery dating. A re-examination in the light of Hull's (1963) 
redating of his pottery, points to an absence of Claudian coarse pottery. In all those earlier reports 
there are only two stratified samain sherds assigned to the Claudian period, and these only tentatively. 
It therefore seems likely that any Claudian occupation at Wall was confined to the marching camps 
to the west, which appear to be aligned on the nearby stream which here runs from north to south. 

In 1968-72 excavations designed to investigate the interior of the Wall forts (Trans, xxiii) showed 
that the buildings of all three military phases were on the same alignment, and it was therefore likely 
that their defences would be parallel. The outline of the third fort was already known then, and it 
seemed possible that the north-east defences of the Neronian and Flavian forts might be located in a 
suitably placed excavation. A small area at the rear of the cricket pavilion (SK10090698) was first 
examined, but showed no trace of Roman occupation. A 4 ft. (1.22 m.) wide trench (W2, fig. 1) was 
then excavated in the field on the west side of Market Lane opposite the Vicarage, 15 ft. (4.57 m.) from 
the lane and parallel to it, commencing at the north hedge (SK10000688). No features were met with 
until at 60 ft. (17.07 m.) from the hedge a ditch 14 ft. (4.27 m.) wide and about 7 ft. (2.2 m.) deep was 
found. The high water-level in the ditch prevented its complete emptying, and its depth was assessed by 
probing. In the deliberate filling, consisting of dark sand with some charcoal, occasional lumps of clay 
and bone fragments, were two melon beads, many nondescript small coarse pottery sherds mostly in the 
local greenish-grey fabric, and four patterned body sherds and a rim sherd of a poppy-head beaker of 
A.D. 80-120 in the local fabric. In unstratified levels north of the ditch were a few worn nondescript 
sherds, four samian sherds of which one was Flavian and the others Flavian-Trajanic, and a dupondius 
of Nerva of A.D. 97. There seems little doubt that this ditch, which crossed the trench at roughly the 
expected angle, was the north-eastern ditch corresponding to Ditch IX of what are now known to be 
the south-east Neronian defences sectioned by Gould in 1959-60 (T.B.A.S. 79). It should be 
remembered, however, that the north-east ditch described above must be the outermost ditch of the 
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series, which is not necessarily true of the south-east ditch if the Neronian defences were multivallate. 
At the time it was not possible to continue the trench described above further to the south, where the 
two-ditch defences of the Flavian second fort (Gould's Period II ditches VII and VIII) might have been 
expected. The position of the south-west defences of the Neronian fort may now be considered. 
Gould's work in this area (Trans, viii. 1-38) found no defensive ditch in his trench W or in the 
churchyard extension, although conditions for excavations were far from ideal due to flooding. In the 
present excavation, however, a ditch was seen and excavated to the north-east of the mansio in Trench 
T.I. and traced in T.II, and it seems to be on the expected alignment and of the approximate 
dimensions of the Neronian ditch. Here again the high water-table and heavy rain caused the section 
to collapse before it could be drawn. If this ditch were indeed the Neronian Phase 1 defensive ditch, 
it is likely that the two-ditch south-west defences of the Flavian second fort lie between this ditch and 
the church. Gould described his excavations in the extension to the south-west of the 
churchyard (Trans, viii. 1-38) as 'very disappointing'. Apparently, soil had been removed from the 
area to raise the level of the churchyard, and he also encountered much flooding. Similar flooding 
occurred in the southern part of his trench W and no ditches appear to have been observed on either 
site. However, excavation work in 1975 in connection with alterations to the front of Church Farm 
Cottages, shown in fig. 1, to the south-east of the church, had revealed a ditch which was recorded at 
the time by the present writer, and now appears likely to be the outer ditch of the Flavian second fort. 
It appears to be parallel to the defences of the last, and smallest, fort and would pass under the 
churchyard itself and close to the south end of trench W. In the present writer's previous report 
(Trans, xxiii. 13) it was suggested that the area to the north-east of the baths had shown much evidence 
of Neronian military occupation, based largely on the construction trenches, about 3 ft. (0.91 m.) 
apart, of what was then thought to be a military granary. A reconsideration of this, in the light of the 
possible Neronian Phase 1 defensive ditch mentioned above, and the fact that the floor boards of the 
building were supported on joists 4 to 5 ft. (1.2 to 1.5 m.) apart and only a few inches above the ground 
surface rather than on posts well above ground level, suggests that the 'granary' is more likely to have 
been a stores building within a civil settlement outside the Neronian defences. This might also explain 
the difference in alignment between the three successive forts and the three phases on the baths and 
mansio site. All the excavations described in Trans, v. lie outside the known south-east defences of 
the three forts, and most probably within the civil settlement in this area. No post-holes are described 
in the possible granary trenches, which are now dated to the Claudian or Neronian periods and may 
well indicate another stores building. 

ABBREVIATIONS 
The following abbreviations have been used for references to authorities: 
Anderson, 1980 
Ant. J. 
Arch. J. 
Astley, I. 
Atkinson, 1914 
Atkinson, 1942 
B.A.R. 
Black, 1985 
B.M.C. 
Carrington, 1977 

Crummy, 1979 

Curie 
D. 

Dowle and Finn 

A. C. Anderson, Guide to Roman Fine Wares, (Highworth, 1980) 
Antiquaries Journal 
Archaeological Journal 
I. Walker, Trans. Worcs. Arch. Soc. xxxv (1958) 
D. Atkinson, Journal of Roman Studies, iv (1914) 
D. Atkinson, Excavations at Wroxeter 1923-27, (1942) 
British Archaeological Reports 
E. W. Black, Oxford Journal of Archaeology, iv(3), p. 359 
British Museum Catalogue 
P. Carrington, in Dore and Green Roman Pottery Studies, B.A.R. Suppl. 
Series 30 (1977), 147 ff. 
N. Crummy, 'A Chronology of Romano-British Bone Pins', in Britannia X 
(1979), 157-163 
J. Curie, A Roman Frontier Post and its People: The Fort of Newstead (1911) 
(Figure-type in) J. Dechelette, Les Vases Ceramiques ornes de la Gaule 
Romaine (Paris, 1904) 
Guide Book to the Coinage of Ireland, Spink and Son, London (1969) 
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Hurst, 1985 
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Antiquaries Research Report 27 (1971) 
J. P. Gillam, 'Coarse Fumed Ware in North Britain and Beyond' in Glasgow 
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(1970) 
'Ancient Glass III: post-Roman' in Arch. J. cxxviii (1972), 78 ff. 
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Collection, 1962 
M. R. Hull, The Roman Potters' Kilns of Colchester, Society of Antiquaries 
Research Report 21 (1963) 
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The Society acknowledges a grant made by English Heritage towards the cost of publishing this 
article. 
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FIVE CHURCH COURTS AT LICHFIELD IN 1326 

NIGEL J. TRINGHAM 

The record of five church courts held at Lichfield in 1326 survives in Lichfield Joint Record Office, 
and a translation of the Latin text is given below. 1 It is offered as an addition to the small number of 
such records in print. 2 

Church courts were concerned chiefly with sexual and moral offences. It seems unlikely that the 
church attempted to enforce its teachings on such matters on all delinquents, and its courts probably 
discriminated in hearing only the most serious or notorious cases brought to its attention. That was 
evidently so at Lichfield, some of the cases noted here involving multiple offenders. Indeed, 
organized prostitution is revealed or at least suggested (6,9,10,18), something that might be expected 
in a cathedral city whose residents included men obliged to observe celibacy.3 The most notable cleric 
cited in this regard was Master Robert de Patrika, one of the canons of the cathedral (13). 4 Another 
was the rector of Hanbury (8). 5 For lay men and women found guilty of misconduct the usual 
punishment was whipping, even in a case where the defamed parties were in fact married (11). The 
objection in that instance was that the marriage had been contracted in secret. A similar suspicion had 
been directed at strangers from Evesham (Worcs.), their conduct, perhaps, belying their married 
state (1). Another couple, who were indeed unmarried, besides being whipped, were required to 
abjure each other 'under pain of marriage', meaning that if they were subsequently found to have been 
continuing to have sexual intercourse they would be declared legally married (17). 6 

The only case that does not relate to a sexual matter is that of Richard del Hull (12), a brother of 
the hospital of St. John the Baptist in Lichfield, whose unbecoming conduct included an alleged 
assault on Alan of Ashbourne, a vicar choral and historian of the cathedral. 7 His appearance in court 
did not adversely affect his career: he became prior of the hospital in 1330.8 

The courts, which were held weekly and generally on a Saturday, were those of the dean of Lichfield 
cathedral, who exercised spiritual jurisdiction over the city. 9 At least two of the courts for which 
record survives were held before R. Bernard, presumably the chapter clerk Robert Bernard. 1 0 The 
surviving manuscript is evidently a working copy, the initial statement giving details of the defamation 
being followed in a different hand by clauses recording the subsequent procedural stages. 

Most of the people cited were presumably local residents. Those whose names are toponymns may 
be immigrants from the nearby villages of Handsacre (13), Longdon (14), Pipe (10,11), Orgrave, in 
Alrewas (19), Ridware (18), and Swinfen (19). 1 1 Other Staffordshire people came from Barton-
under-Needwood (3,17), Cannock (5), Hanbury (8), and Stafford (4,21). Several people came from 
further afield: Ashbourne, in Derbyshire (12); Coveney, in Cambridgeshire (22); Hereford (4); 
possibly Sheppey, in Kent (9); Oxford (13); Newport, probably the place of that name in Shropshire 
(22); Minworth, in Warwickshire (7); Evesham, in Worcestershire (1); and possibly Goole, in the 
West Riding of Yorkshire (12). Occupations mentioned include an armourer (16), probably meaning 
someone who made swords or more likely a polisher (furbisher) of swords and armour; a 'corour' (11), 
meaning a currier, someone who dressed tanned leather; and a tailor (13). John le Fourbour (2, 7) 
may have worked as a furbisher, as his surname suggests. 

1 L.J.R.O., D. 30/9/3/2/7 (formerly CC 4, according to the catalogue prepared by J. C. Cox in Staffordshire Historical 
Collections (Staffs. Record Society), vi (2), 59). The MS. is a parchment roll 420 mm. long and 260 mm. wide. I am grateful 
to Douglas Johnson for help in translating parts of the text. 

2 Others are mentioned in Sandra Lee Parker and L. R. Poos, 'A Consistory Court from the Diocese of Rochester, 1363-4', 
English Historical Review cvi (July, 1991), 652 n. See also the present writer's articles on church courts at Baswich (near 
Stafford) in 1288 (T.S.S.A.H.S. xxx (1990 for 1988-89), 23-5) and at Tarvin (Ches.) in 1317 (Journal of the Chester 
Archaeological Society, forthcoming) 

3 For brothels in Lichfield in the 15th century see Victoria County History of Staffordshire, xiv. 13. 
4 John le Neve, Fasti Ecclesiae Anglicanae, 1300-1541, x, Coventry and Lichfield, comp. B. Jones (1964), 42. He had 

resigned as archdeacon of Salop in 1323: ibid. 18-19. 
5 Both men evidently escaped punishment by reason of benefit of clergy: cf. T.S.S.A.H.S. xxx. 25. 
6 R. H. Helmholz, 'Abjuration sub pena nubendi in the Church Courts of Medieval England', The Jurist, xxxii (1972), 80-90. 
7 V.C.H. Staffs, hi. 151. 
8 Ibid. 280. 
9 V.C.H. Staffs, xiv. 154. 

10 The Great Register of Lichfield Cathedral, ed. H. E. Savage (being S.H.C. 1924), p. xx. For a note on the usual method 
of procedure in court see T.S.S.A.H.S. xxx. 23. 

11 The original spellings of place-names are retained in the translation of the text. 
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A MEDIEVAL RECTORY HOUSE AT CLIFTON CAMPVILLE, 
STAFFORDSHIRE 

R. HUTCHINSON A N D NIGEL J. TRINGHAM 

This paper gives the calendared text of a survey of a medieval rectory house at Clifton Campville 
in the south-east corner of Staffordshire. The survey was made in 1453 under a commission appointed 
to determine the cost of making good defects which the rector, Robert Godibowre, claimed that his 
predecessor, Master William Duffeld, had failed to repair. It also covers other property owned by the 
rector in Clifton and in the neighbouring villages of Haunton and Harlaston. 

The house was an open hall-house of substantial size, which was probably built in the mid 14th 
century or earlier. 1 The hall had a louvre, indicating that it was still in 1453 open to the roof. There 
was an upper end with a parlour, over which were a 'main room' and smaller ones, including a 
'withdrawing' room with a privy. At the other end of the hall there was a pantry and buttery, with a 
room over them, and evidently another 'withdrawing' room. There were several offices and outhouses 
in an inner courtyard. In addition, there was an outer courtyard with stabling. Unusually, a garden 
which apparently lay beyond the outer courtyard was protected by earth walls ('mudwalles'). A tithe 
barn and dove-cot also stood beyond the outer courtyard. 

The text is taken from the register of Bishop Reginald Boulers, now in Lichfield Joint Record Office 
as B/A/l/ l l ,fos. 45-7. 

CALENDAR OF TEXT 
Letter dated at Clyfton on 28 May, 1453, from George Radclif, D.Cn. and C.L., and John Reedhill, 

B. Cn. and C.L., canons of Lichfield cathedral, to Reginald, bishop of Coventry and Lichfield, 
reporting that they received a letter dated 21 April 1453, from Mag. John Verney, dean of Lichfield 
cathedral, and Thomas Heywode, B.Cn. and C.L., vicars general in the bishop's absence on business, 
requiring them to investigate a complaint by Robert Godibowre, rector of the parish church of Clyfton 
Campvile, that Mag. William Duffeld, his immediate predecessor as rector, at the time of his death 
negligently left many great defects in the houses and precincts of the rectory, whose repair should be 
borne by his executors. Radclif and Reedhill duly went to the parish church of Clyfton on Monday, 
28 May and empanelled sworn witnesses, both clerical and lay, to view the defects in the chancel [of 
the church], in the houses of the rectory manse, and in other tenements and cottages belonging to the 
rectory in Clifton, Hawnton, and Horlaston, and to estimate the cost of repair. Mag. John Pakemon 
of York, John Duffeld, armiger, and Mag. 'Edo', canon of the collegiate church of Suthwell 
[Southwell, Notts.], executors of Mag. William Duffeld or administrators of his goods, were also 
summoned to the view. The findings of the survey are as follows: 

for the repair of the chancel [as regards] the roof, windows, glass, and choir stalls 10s. 
the hall roof is much damaged £3 6s. 8d. 
the hall louvre (lover) is much ruined 205'. 
the parlour has defects in the fire-place 26s. 8d. 
the main room (principalis camera) has many defects, namely in beams, 

laths and tiles 100s. 
the small room called' Withdraght' adjoining the [other] room has defects 

in the glass, windows, roof, and flooring (floryng) AOs. 
the other room called 'Withdraght' has defects in the roof 20s. 
the room over the parlour is ruined in the roof AOs. 
the room called the 'Prest' chambre' is ruined in the roof, walls, and flooring AOs. 
the room called 'Withdraght' adjoining the same room, containing a 

privy in its walls, needs repair 20s. 
the pantry and buttery do not have doors and the walls are ruined AOs. 
'le tresandes' 2 does not have a door and its walls are ruined and are full of holes 13s. Ad. 

1. The writers much appreciate the advice of R. A. Meeson in interpreting the architectural evidence. 
2. 'Le tresandes' probably means a passage. It may be a version of 'tresaunce', a gallery: L. F. Salzmann, Building in 

England down to 1540, 480 note. 
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THE E A R L Y D E V E L O P M E N T OF THE C O L D F I E L D 

M. A. HODDER 
INTRODUCTION 

The Coldfield was a large area of heathland to the west and south of Sutton Park, extending to Barr 
Beacon (Staffordshire) in the west and Erdington and Witton (Warwickshire) in the south (fig. 1). It 
is first depicted in detail cartographically on the Staffordshire and Warwickshire maps of William 
Yates (surveyed in 1775 and 1793 respectively), where it is shown as 'unenclosed common waste'. The 
heathland was enclosed between 1795 and 1814 (Pitt 1817, 20, 59) and some of it was brought into 
cultivation. Most of the southern part of The Coldfield (up to Queslett Road) has subsequently been 
built on, together with the area between Aldridge Road and Sutton Park in the north. The area 
immediately east of Barr Beacon is still in agricultural use, consisting of both arable land and horse 
pasture. A few open spaces remain within the built-up part of The Coldfield. 

The land slopes steeply from Barr Beacon on the western edge of The Coldfield (227m O.D.) to the 
Bourne Brook in the north (126m O.D.), Sutton Park in the east (150m O.D.), and a stream on the 
south edge (100m O.D.). The solid geological formation underlying most of The Coldfield is the 
Bunter Pebble Beds, which is overlain by glacial drifts derived from it. The resulting soils are sandy, 
pebbly, and free-draining. They are inclined to drought and wind erosion, and there is little surface 
water. The only stream on The Coldfield is in its southern part; in the north, east of Barr Beacon, 
there are several steep-sided dry valleys. 

It has been noted that little is known of the development of large heathland areas like The Coldfield 
before their enclosure in the 18th and 19th centuries (Aston 1985, 112). Previous writers on The 
Coldfield (e.g. Gould 1957; 1980) have argued that, on the basis of the derivation of the name 
'Coldfield' and a single reference to a charcoal merchant, the heathland of the 18th century resulted 
from the clearance of woodland by charcoal burners in the Middle Ages. In 1980 and 1981 the present 
writer undertook fieldwalking on The Coldfield as part of a study of the development of the landscape 
of Sutton Chase (Hodder 1988). The paper summarises the documentary evidence for the 
development of The Coldfield, the archaeological evidence which previously existed, and the new 
evidence from fieldwalking. A consideration of these suggests that The Coldfield was heathland used 
for rough grazing by at least the Roman period, that this landscape was conserved through the Middle 
Ages by its inclusion in a hunting reserve, and that there is little evidence for charcoal burning actually 
on The Coldfield. 

THE DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE 
The Coldfield lay within Cannock Forest, and in 1126 became part of Sutton Chase, a hunting 

reserve of the Earl of Warwick (Dugdale 1730, 909-910). The western boundary of Sutton Chase 
seems to have been just to the east of Walsall (ibid. 910). The Coldfield is first specifically mentioned 
in the late 13th and early 14th centuries: for example 'The Colefield at Great Barr' in 1320 (SHC x 
part i, 1889, p. 48). The name 'Coldfield' has been derived from col-feld and interpreted as meaning 
'a clearing where charcoal was burned' (Gover et al. 1936,12; Ekwall 1960, 454). The 1320 reference 
also mentions Elias le Callere (or charcoal merchant) of London, who was robbed while presumably 
travelling along Chester Road across The Coldfield. 

The 'common waste between Erdington and Witton' mentioned in 1462 (Holt 1975) and the TOO 
acres of furze and heath in Witton, Erdington and Sutton' mentioned in 1599 (SHC xviii, 1897, 15) 
can be identified as lying in the southern part of The Coldfield. Tofts on The Coldfield in Sutton 
Coldfield parish are mentioned in 1479-80 (Hilton 1952). 

In the 17th century there was controlled periodic cultivation of some of The Coldfield as an outfield, 
as well as encroachments onto it in Great Barr (Gould 1957, 54-55). In 1794 the vegetation of The 
Coldfield consisted mainly of heather, with bracken, gorse, wortleberries, rushes and grasses in 
places. It was used for sheep grazing and as a rabbit warren (Pitt 1794, 56, 72). 

THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL EVIDENCE 
The archaeological evidence consists of objects found by chance and by fieldwalking (the latter are 

described below), structures surviving as earthworks or visible as cropmarks, and structures which no 
longer survive but are described by earlier writers. There is also some evidence for early 
environmental conditions from a site near to The Coldfield. 
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Fig. 1 The Coldfield: location, extent, and location of features and objects mentioned in the text. 
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92 EARLY DEVELOPMENT OF THE COLDFIELD 

evidence for the effects of charcoal burning elsewhere in Britain suggests that, first, there is little 
evidence of any kind for charcoal burning on The Coldfield itself, and, second, that had charcoal 
burning occurred then woodland would have been conserved rather than destroyed. 

As noted above, the col element of 'Coldfield' has been taken to refer to charcoal. Col could 
however be interpreted as 'cold' or barren land, an appropriate description for the sandy pebbly soil 
of the area and for the dry heathland that had developed here by the 16th century. Ekwall (1960,115) 
notes that col, 'charcoal', is difficult to distinguish in place-names from the adjective col, 'cool'. 

Other than Elias le Callere (see above), two charcoal burners are mentioned in The Coldfield and 
adjoining areas in the 13th and 14th centuries. These are Osbert le carbon', who was involved in a 
robbery in Sutton Coldfield in 1221 (Stenton 1940, 377), and John le Cohere of Little Sutton, north of 
Sutton Coldfield, mentioned in 1293 (SHC vi, part i, 1885, p. 220). Of these references only that 
to John le Cohere provides evidence for the location of charcoal burning; the place of work or dwelling 
of Osbert is not recorded, and the reference to Elias le Callere cannot be used, as it was by Gould, as 
evidence for charcoal burning on The Coldfield since he was presumably only travelling across it. The 
only direct reference to the location of charcoal burning in the immediate area is to the sources of 
charcoal for ironworking at Middleton in 1593, which were Roughley (north of Sutton Coldfield), 
Little Sutton, and Middleton itself (north-east of Sutton Coldfield) (Pelham 1953, 34). An iron forge 
at Bourne Pool on the northern edge of The Coldfield, using charcoal for ore roasting and smelting, 
was operating in the late 15th century (Gould 1971). 

Two elements of charcoal burning may leave archaeologically detectable traces: the hearth for the 
burning process and the dwellings of the charcoal burners. Charcoal burning in the 17th century is 
described by Evelyn (1706, 267-71). The hearth was a circle 20 feet or more in diameter from which 
the turf was removed, and the wood for burning was placed around a stake in the centre of the circle. 
This would survive archaeologically as a stakehole in the centre of the shallow circular depression 
filled with charcoal. Gould (1974) has interpreted circular charcoal spreads observed in ploughed 
fields at Canwell and Drayton Bassett, and circular dark marks observed on aerial photographs at 
Bangley Park and Hill Farm, as the remains of charcoal-burning hearths. All of these places are to the 
north-east of Sutton Coldfield. A charcoal spread was probably the feature taken to be evidence for 
charcoal burning at Hill Wood, north of Sutton Coldfield, mentioned by Bracken (1860, 116). 

Innocent (1916, 8-13) and Armstrong (1978, 35 ff.) describe the structures used as temporary 
dwellings by charcoal burners. They were either timber huts based on a tripod of poles whose feet 
rested directly on the ground surface, thus leaving no archaeological trace, or based on a ring of stakes 
c. 10 feet in diameter. The archaeological traces of the latter type would be identical to those of the 
stake-ring houses of Iron Age date excavated at sites such as Moel-y-Gaer (e.g. Guilbert 1977, fig. 3). 
The re-interpretation of Loaches Banks as an Iron Age enclosure and of structures inside it as 
prehistoric houses has been discussed above. 

Throughout Britain, wood supplies were conserved by all wood-using industries, including charcoal 
burning, and woods were managed as a renewable resource by the practice of coppicing (Rackham 
1980, 153). In the Midlands and in Sussex there is little evidence for the destruction of woodland by 
charcoal burners. On the contrary, woodland tended to be preserved by management, and the result 
was an increase in coppiced woodland (Brandon 1963, 199, 126; Hammersley 1973, 613; Johnson 
1951, 174; 1960, 68). 17th-century accounts suggest that charcoal-burning for the iron industry 
encouraged the preservation of woodland (Yarranton 1677, 60-61; James 1981, 122-123). Coppicing 
would result in depletion of woodland only if it was inadequately enclosed after felling, and thus 
accessible to grazing animals which would eat the young shoots. 

The evidence, therefore, suggests that charcoal burning was practised to the north and north-east 
of Sutton Coldfield rather than on The Coldfield itself, and that the name 'Coldfield' should be re
interpreted as referring to land that was already open heathland by the Middle Ages. Beresford (1943, 
74) suggested that waste east of the town of Sutton Coldfield may have been deliberately preserved 
because of its social value as a hunting reserve. This could also apply to The Coldfield; by the 15th 
century, Collefeld was one of the four bailiwicks into which the jurisdiction of Sutton Chase was 
divided (Hilton 1952; Leland, v, 97). The earthwork at Gibbet Hill may have been the boundary of 
one of the tofts on The Coldfield in Sutton Coldfield, i.e. the southern part of The Coldfield, 
mentioned in 1479-80 (Hilton 1952). 
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EXCAVATIONS IN WEDNESBURY, 1988 AND 1989: THE MEDIEVAL AND 
POST-MEDIEVAL SETTLEMENT AND THE 17TH-CENTURY POTTERY 

INDUSTRY 

M. A. HODDER 

ABSTRACT 
Excavations in Market Place and Ridding Lane revealed a late medieval yard surface with possible 

structural features, and a 17th-century pottery kiln, waster dumps and pits, a clay pit, and a cultivated 
soil. It is suggested that the market place was laid out in the later Middle Ages, resulting in a shift of 
settlement from an original nucleus on Church Hill, to the north. The products of the I7th-century 
pottery industry in the town are defined, and it is suggested that the industry was practised at a domestic 
level. The town centre does not seem to have been densely built up until the 18th and 19th centuries. 

INTRODUCTION 
The earliest settlement at Wednesbury (fig. 1) may have been an Iron Age hillfort on Church Hill, 

whose presence is suggested by the 'bury' element of the place-name, the topography of Church Hill, 
and possible ramparts (Gelling 1962, 11; Hackwood 1902, 7). The place-name also suggests the 
existence of a pagan Anglo-Saxon temple dedicated to the god Woden, possibly on the site now 
occupied by the parish church of St. Bartholomew (Gelling 1962,10-11; 1978, 161) (fig. 2). 

In 1962, J. F. Ede stated that 'the topography of [medieval] Wednesbury is a disappointing subject 
of enquiry' (Ede 1962, 108). However, the manor house is known to have stood to the north of the 
parish church, with open fields around it, and a reconstruction of the topography of late medieval 
Wednesbury, based on a map of 1799 and the results of excavations at Oakeswell Hall in Walsall 
Street in 1983, suggest that the original nucleus of the medieval settlement was either the north side 
of Church Hill or the market place, and that there was a later spread of settlement to the north-east 
(Hodder and Glazebrook 1987, 75-76). The Oakeswell Hall excavations revealed a timber structure 
of probable late medieval date. Wasters of 15th- to 17th-century pottery and fragments of saggars, on 
a pebble surface outside the structure, suggest that pottery manufacture had taken place on the site. 
Pebble surfaces, gullies and the timber structure itself might have been associated with potting, but 
there were no traces of a kiln (Hodder and Glazebrook 1987). 

Potters are first mentioned in Wednesbury in 1422 (Ede 1962,108), but 'earth' dug from below the 
soil in the land of the lord of the manor in 1405 and previously interpreted as coal (ibid. 137) may have 
been clay for potting. Seven potters are mentioned in the Quarter Sessions Rolls between 1583 and 
1609 (ibid. 132), possibly twelve in the parish registers between 1600 and 1629, and 28 between 1676 
and 1775 (Barker 1985). It has, however, been suggested that some of those described as potters were 
actually potters' workmen (Weatherill 1971, 8). There are no references to potters in 19th-century 
trade directories (Ede 1962, 138), and the last potter in Wednesbury is said to have moved to the 
Potteries in North Staffordshire c. 1800 (Bagnall 1854,122). 

In the 17th century, Wednesbury potters used yellowish and blueish clay from Monway Field, on 
the west of the town, and red clay from Tipton for slip (Plot 1686,122). Other than this reference there 
is little documentary evidence for manufacturing technique, organisation or marketing methods. In 
1692 the probate inventory of John Beasley, a Wednesbury potter, includes 'coals in oven' (Weatherill 
1986, 465), and the probate inventories of the Wednesbury potters Richard Palmer (1676) and 
Thomas Hale (1690) show that pottery was made on a smaller scale at Wednesbury than at Burslem in 
Stoke-on-Trent: both the Wednesbury potters had smaller estates than yeomen, and each of them had 
only one workshop, with fewer, less varied tools and less materials than contemporary potters at 
Burslem (Weatherill 1971, 141). Unlike Burslem there were no specialist carriers of finished vessels 
at Wednesbury (ibid. 67). 

Wednesbury pottery is also mentioned in 16th-, 17th- and 18th-century probate inventories from 
Sedgley (Roper 1960), King's Norton (S. Price, pers. comm.), Bromsgrove (C. Talbot, pers. comm.) 
and Worcester (Dyer 1973, 131) (fig. 1). Alternative forms of the name Wednesbury used in the 
inventories are Wedsburie, Wedgberry, Wedgbury, and Wegbury; Wedgbury and variants represent a 
local pronunciation of the name which was in use in the late 17th century (e.g. on a late 17th-century 
map of the town: Palliser 1976, fig. 16). At Sedgley, pottery of any kind is rarely included in 134 
inventories between 1614 and 1787, but Wednesbury ware is mentioned in three of them, for men of 
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Fig. 1 Location of Wednesbury and other places mentioned in text. 
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27), some with double-looped handles, and one small double-handled vessel (no. 28). One body sherd 
is decorated with a pad of white clay with a grid pattern on it (no. 29). This type has been described 
as Cistercian/Blackware because, although the vessel forms found at Wednesbury (with the exception 
of the small double-handled vessel) are characteristic Blackware forms (Barker 1986 b), the fabric and 
glaze are frequently of poorer quality than is usually the case in Blackware and are more like those of 
the earlier Cistercian ware (Barker 1986 a). The small double-handled vessel is a miniature version of 
a common Cistercian ware form (ibid.). In Stoke-on-Trent Blackware was produced from the early 
17th to the 18th centuries, with its peak of popularity being 1650-1720 (Barker 1986 b). 

Midlands Yellow ware, dateable to the late 16th to early 18th centuries, was the least abundant of 
the three post-medieval types. This ware is in a buff-orange fabric with small inclusions, covered with 
a white slip and clear lead glaze, resulting in a yellow finish with brown streaks. Where the vessel 
forms can be identified, the sherds from Wednesbury are from candlesticks (nos. 30 and 31); chafing 
dishes (no. 32); cups, chamber pits or jars (no. 33), and pancheons (base sherd, not illustrated) 
(Woodfield 1966; 1984: types A, B, E, G, H and M respectively). There are also many thin-walled 
sherds which are too small for their form to be identified. 

Glazed coarseware, Cistercian/Blackware, and Midlands Yellow ware have also been found in 
large quantities at other sites in the vicinity. At the Oakeswell Hall site in Wednesbury, most of the 
pottery was found in a dump on a pebble surface outside a timber building, and the assemblage 
included wasters and fragments of saggars (Hodder and Glazebrook 1987). At Dudley Castle, these 
pottery types occurred in a garderobe shaft, in a kitchen area, and in a deposit sealed by rubble 
resulting from the slighting of the keep in 1647 (Ratkai 1985; 1987). The principal deposits containing 
these pottery types at Sandwell Priory were rubble derived from the demolition of the Priory church, 
a garden soil overlying it, and middens, all ranging in date from the late 16th to the late 17th 
centuries (Hodder 1991). The pottery assemblage from West Bromwich Manor House was from the 
moat, which had been filled in c. 1700 (Jones 1977; Hodder 1990; unpublished pottery in Wednesbury 
Museum and Art Gallery). 

At all of these sites, the pancheon-type bowls and jars are the most abundant forms of glazed 
coarseware, and the ranges of their rim diameters are similar to those from Market Place and Ridding 
Lane. The Oakeswell Hall assemblage includes handled bowls with flaring sides and lugged rims, 
probably chafing dishes. Shallow vertically-sided dishes occurred at Sandwell Priory and West 
Bromwich Manor House; at the Priory there was a spouted circular dish of similar diameter to the rim 
sherd from Wednesbury, and at the Manor House there was an oval dish, possibly a dripping tray. 
Ribbed cups and tall vessels in Blackware were found in large quantities at all of these sites; the more 
ornate multi-handled vessels occurred at West Bromwich Manor House, and small double-handled 
vessels at Oakeswell Hall, Sandwell Priory, and the Manor House. A body sherd from Oakeswell Hall 
had a patterned white clay pad. Midlands Yellow ware was the least abundant of the three pottery 
types at all of these sites, and the range of vessel forms was similar to that from Market Place and 
Ridding Lane. 

Saggars 
Jar-like vessels, 110 to 120mm in diameter, seem to have been used as saggars at the Market Place 

site (fig. 12, nos. 34 and 35). They are very hard-fired, some to a stoneware, and often have 
accumulations of glaze around the rim. The rim form is very different from that of the carinated glazed 
coarseware jars found on the site, thus these vessels may have been made specifically as saggars. The 
Ridding Lane site produced joining pieces of the base of a vessel in a very coarse, hard-fired fabric 
with large inclusions, a vitrified surface, and part of a hole on one side (no. 36) which had clearly been 
deliberately produced as a saggar. 

The use of saggars in North Staffordshire is mentioned by Plot (1686,123). Saggars of probable late 
17th-century date from Hanley in Stoke-on-Trent were holed vessels, c. 300mm in diameter (Celoria 
and Kelly 1973), and at Potovens near Wakefield late 16th-century saggars were c. 210mm in diameter 
and had a rim form very similar to that used for the Wednesbury saggars (Brears 1968,34 and fig. 13). 

Kiln wall or dome fragments 
Lumps of hard-fired clay c. 80mm thick and slightly curving, often containing pottery sherds, are 

interpreted as fragments of a kiln wall or dome. Sherds fused together, without any amorphous fired 
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clay, might have been used as spacers to separate vessels inside the kiln. On the Market Place site, kiln 
debris as a whole, including saggars, kiln wall or dome fragments and fused sherds, was most abundant 
in 007, a deposit overlying the kiln structure, in which over 5 kg was found. 
Roof tile 

Roof tile was found in several of the excavated features on both sites, but tile fragments were 
particularly numerous in the deposits filling and overlying the kiln structure on the Market Place site 
(F06/013 and 007). All of the tile was in a sandy dark orange or maroon fabric. Most of the fragments 
were from flat tiles, some with nibs. Only one piece of flat tile, from F06/013, was sufficiently complete 
for all its dimensions to be measured: it was c. 300 x 175 x 13mm. A few fragments of curved ridge tiles 
were found in 007; one of these had the base of a horned crest on its upper surface. Ridge tiles with 
horned crests were also found at Oakeswell Hall (unpublished; in Wednesbury Museum and Art 
Gallery), and in a 17th-century context at Sandwell Priory (Hodder 1991,61: tile from SV2/11/3088). 

The large tile in 012 seems to have formed part of the kiln structure, as noted above. Tiles from 
deposits filling and overlying the kiln, and from other contexts on both sites, were sooted and 
discoloured by burning, suggesting that they too had been part of the kiln. 
Brick 

Fragments of brick were found in excavated features on both sites. The only piece on which a 
complete dimension could be measured was a fragment c. 40mm thick from the Market Place site. 
Animal bone 

A few small fragments of animal bone were found on both sites, but the species represented have 
not been identified. The sparsity of animal bone emphasises the industrial rather than domestic nature 
of most of the excavated deposits. 
Metalwork 

A small copper alloy hammerhead (fig. 12) was found in the cultivated soil (1) at Ridding Lane. It 
has a claw on one side, and a small rivet hole where the sleeve was attached to the haft. 

DISCUSSION 
The archaeological evidence for medieval Wednesbury remains sparse. The yard surface, gully and 

possible posthole on the Market Place site indicate medieval occupation here, and the associated 
pottery suggests that this was of later medieval date. Prior to this, settlement may have been confined 
to the Church Hill area, which was the location of the parish church, manor house and the focus of the 
open field system, as noted in the introduction above. The triangular market place between Upper 
and Lower High Streets was probably created during the Middle Ages, and attracted settlement 
during the 14th and 15th centuries. The few sherds of medieval pottery from Ridding Lane suggest 
that this was a cultivated area, the sherds arriving on the site through manuring with domestic refuse. 
The orange wares (type 4) from both sites may be of 15th- or 16th-century date, and were possibly 
products of the documented pottery industry in the town at that time (see above). 

The excavations produced abundant evidence for the products, production methods, location and 
organisation of Wednesbury's 17th-century pottery industry and the contemporary townscape. The 
archaeological evidence can be compared with the documentary evidence for the industry, as 
described above. 

The types of pottery manufactured at the Market Place site, and probably also on or near the 
Oakeswell Hall and Ridding Lane sites, were glazed coarseware, Cistercian/Blackware, and Midlands 
Yellow ware, in descending order of frequency. The archaeological contexts in which these types 
occur on other sites suggest that this assemblage is of 17th-century date; this is consistent with the 
documentary evidence for potting in Wednesbury and with the documented occurrence of 
Wednesbury pottery elsewhere, as noted in the introduction above. The clay used for all three types 
was probably obtained locally, from pits like the hollow found at Ridding Lane. The blue-grey clay 
at Ridding Lane can be identified as the blueish clay mentioned by Plot (1686, 122). White pipeclay 
from Monway Field (Plot 1686,121) could have been used for the slip on Midlands Yellow ware and 
for the white decorative pads on Cistercian/Blackware. The maroon slip used on glazed coarseware 
can be identified as the 'reddish sort of Earth' from Tipton (Plot 1686,122). 

The kiln structure at Market Place is the first to be discovered in Wednesbury. The excavated 
evidence is similar to that from, for example, Potovens near Wakefield, where 15th- to 17th-century 
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PROGRAMME 1990-91 

1990 
5 Oct. Annual General Meeting 

Historic Anglesey — R. Spicer 
12 Oct. Recent Research on the Rows of Chester — Jane Grenville 
2 Nov. Iron Age Coinage — Jeffrey May 

30 Nov. Alabaster Tombs in West Midlands Parish Churches — Dr. Robin Studd 

1991 
11 Jan. Neolithic Settlement in Derbyshire — Daryl Garton 
8 Feb. Mycenean Gold — Dr. W. C. Cavanagh 

15 Mar. Medieval Stained Glass Windows — Jenny Alexander 
26 Apr. Bronze Age burnt mounds in Staffordshire — Christopher Welch 

and Roman Roads in Staffordshire — R. A. Meeson 

All meetings were held at St. Mary's Heritage Centre, Lichfield. 
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